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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Context 
 
Service Oriented Architecture technologies are being successfully used to solve the syntactic 
interoperability problem whereas the composition engines provide increased agility. The SEMEUSE 
project aims to provide semantic service architecture thanks to theoretical semantic service models, 
policy-oriented design patterns, and Dynamic Semantic Service Bus. We aimed to (1) extend current Web 
services semantic description languages and (2) take in addition part in service storage and service 
discovery. This deliverable presents our recent work and experiments within the Semantic Service Bus. 
Our Semantic Registry offers efficient publication and discovery architecture. We have developed and 
run an improved algorithm using extended semantic annotation, based on Web Service standards. The 
semantic Web service description language YASA4WSDL and the technical service ontology provide a 
consistent WSDL extended description. The publication phase, the discovery phase as well as the 
semantic matching approach are discussed in detail in this report.  
 

1.2. Objectives 
 
The objectives of this report are to present:  

 Our contribution about semantic WS discovery and matching which consist of:  
o semantic filtering according to technical annotation of Web services, and  
o semantic similarity matching according to business annotation of Web services.  

 The state of the art of matching and aggregation approaches 
 Different experiments over our implementation, showing that the discovery performance can be 

improved. 
 

1.3. Application for illustration 
 
We consider a simplified system of car rental, named “Car Rental System” (CRS). It works as a trader 
enabling customers to rent cars provided by various car rental companies, in various parkings. We assume 
that CRS is implemented as a composition of web services: 

  “Car Information Services” (IS) maintain information about cars and check their availability and 
allocate them to customers. 

 “Sensoring Services” (SS)  are provided by the parkings. They enable the detection of cars arrivals 
and departures .. 

 ”User Interaction Services” (UIS) handle the relations between the users and the system, and 
provides the related information. 

 ”Management Services” (MS) manage the customer database and handle their authentication. 
 ” Payment Services” (PS) 

In a regular operational scenario, CRS receives requests for car rent from UIS services, and requests from 
IS i about cars availability. If an available car is found at the requested place, CRS processes the request 
through the IS services, and initiate a payment process usingthe PS services. When cars enter to or exit 
from a parking, SS services inform CRS, which consequently calls IS services to update the availability 
of the moved car. 
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Further in this report we will consider a simpler scenario in which a customer comes to rent a car from the 
point of view of the IS (Car Information Service) and MS (Management Service) and PS (Payment 
Service) services.  
This scenario can be illustrated in the following diagram: 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Scenario Diagram 
 
The Services: 
We give here an informal description of the abstract interfaces of the different services involved in the 
process considered for the scenario. In the rest of the document, WSDL descriptions are  introduced 
where it is necessary. 
 
The Car Information Service (IS):  
  Operations: 
  makeCarAvailable: carId, location → success 
  // set a car of given id (carId) as available on the given parking (location),      

// return true if ok 
 
  makeCarUnavailable: carId, location → success 
  // set a car of given id (carId) as unavailable on the given parking (location),      

// return true if ok 
 
  getAvailableCar: location → carId 
  // return the id (carId) of a car if one is available at the given parking       

// (location) 
 
The Payment Service (PS): 
  Operations:  
  openRentalFile: custId, carId → fileNb 
  // create a rental file for the given (custId) customer and car (carId), return the      

// id of the file (fileNb) 
    
  closeRentalFile: fileNb → success 
  // close a rental file (fileNb), return true if operation succeeds 
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The Management Service (MS) : 
  Operation:     
  authentificate: custName → custId 
  // check if a given customer (custName) is in the customer database or create      

// it and returns its Id (custId) 
 
The Car Rental Ontology: 
The abstract interfaces of the services are annotated with concepts taken from the following simple 
ontology: 
 
 
<CarRentalSystem> 
 
 has subclass <Manager> 
  has subclass <CarsManager> 
  has subclass <PaymentManager> 
  has subclass <CustomerManager> 
 
 has subclass <Transaction> 
  has subclass <CarRequest> 
  has subclass <Rental> 
   hassubclass <RentalOpening> 
   hassubclass <RentalClosing> 
  has subclass <CustomerAuthenticationRequest> 
 
 has subclass <Information> 
  has subclass <CarInformation> 
     has subclass <CarId> 
  has subclass <CustomerInformation> 
     has subclass <CustomerName> 
     has subclass <CustomerId> 
  has subclass <ParkingLocation> 
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2. State of the art 
 
This section presents related works of the elementary matching and the graph matching through the 
aggregation of graph nodes matching results. 

2.1. Elementary matching 
 
In service discovery, the matching approach depends on the parts of the service to match; some 
approaches focus on service process, some others are interested in service profile (functional, non-
functional, etc.) or both of them. 
The matching can be performed in various ways. The matchings based on text similarity measurement, 
structured graph matching, or path-length-based similarity of concepts, are called non-logical matching, 
whereas the matchings based on deductive approach are called logical matching. The matchings using a 
combination of logical and non-logical mechanisms are called hybrid matching. 

2.1.1. Logic-based Matching 
 
In the logic-based matching, we use logical concepts and rules, ontologies (first-order or rule-based 
theories), and shared minimal vocabulary. Different ontologies of service providers and service requester 
are matched or aligned either at design time, or at runtime. 
 
Matching degrees in logic-based matching can be determined exclusively within the considered logic 
approach (for example: Description Logic like in RDF) or as combination of logical inferences within the 
approach.  
Prominent degrees are: exact, plug-in, subsumes, and disjoint. Matching degrees are defined differently 
depending on parts of service semantics used to compute them. 
 
There are mainly three matching approaches:  
 
IO-matching: so called “service profile IO-matching” or “service signature matching”. It is a stateless 
matching of declarative data semantics of service input (I) and output (O) parameters. 
Examples of related works are OWLSM [2], OWLS-UDDI [18], and Semantic Matching of Web Services 
Capabilities [19]. 
 
PE-matching: it concerns the comparison of service/request preconditions (P) and effects (E) 
Examples of related works are PCEM with preconditions and effects written in Prolog, and WSMO-MX 
(although it is rather considered as hybrid); it uses query over a service instance for service effects 
(postconditions, constraints) written in undecidable F-Logic(LP) using OntoBroker.  
 
IOPE-matching: this category of approaches exploits preconditions and effects as well as Input and 
Output ( e.g. “Automatic Location of Services” [5]). 
 
We detail in the following the matching degrees of different logic-based matching approaches. 
 

2.1.1.1. Matching degrees in [19] 
 
This work proposes four matching degrees. Here, “A” means Advertised service and “R” means 
Requested service: 
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 Exact  
o If Output(R) and Output(A) are equivalent, 
o If Output(R) subclassOf Output(A) with Output(R) consistent with every immediate 

subtype of Output(A). 
 Plug-in  

o If Output(A) subsumes Output(R), ie. Output(A) is a set that includes Output(R),  
 Subsumes  

o If Output(R) subsumes Output(A),  
= The provider does not completely fulfill the request.  
= The requester may use the provider to achieve its goals, but it likely needs to modify its 
plan or perform other requests to complete its task. 

 Fail  
o No subsumption relation between advertisement and request. 

 

2.1.1.2. Degrees of matching in [5] 
 
This work proposes five matching degrees. Here, “Poss” means “Possible” and “Par” means “Partial”. 
 

 Match: The offer satisfies the request completely. 
 PossMatch: The offer might satisfy the request completely, but due to the incompleteness of the 

descriptions this can not be guaranteed based upon the available information. 
 ParMatch: The offer satisfies the request, but only partially. 
 PossParMatch: The offer might satisfy the request partially, but due to the incompleteness of the 

descriptions this cannot be guaranteed based upon the available information. 
 NoMatch: The offer is completely irrelevant to the request. 

 

2.1.1.3. Degrees of matching in [20] 
 
This work proposes two additional matching degrees to the previous work [5]. It tries to distinguish two 
new matching cases: 
 

 RelationMatch: The offer does not provide services as requested, but related functionality. Thus, 
it could be useful in coordination with other offers. 

 ExcessMatch: The offer is able to provide the requested services but would result in additional 
undesirable effects that are not requested by the client. 

2.1.2. Non-logic-based Matching 
 
Non-logic-based Matching exploits syntactic, structural, and numeric mechanisms like syntactic 
similarity measurement, structured graph matching, numeric concept distance computations, etc. 
Matching based on text similarity metrics uses ranked keyword and structured XML search with XQuery, 
XIRQL or TeXQuery. 
 
The main idea is to exploit semantics that are implicit rather than explicit declarative IOPE semantics. To 
deal with this, such approach makes use of patterns, sub-graphs, or relative frequencies of terms, etc. 
 
We present in the following two examples of non-logic-based Matching. 
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2.1.2.1. iMatcher1 [22] 

 
The matcher queries a set of OWL-S service profiles. These profiles are stored as serialized RDF graphs 
in a RDF database with an extension of RDQL: iRDQL. The matching exploits four metrics: Levenshtein 
string edit distance measure, cosine vector measure, TFIDF, and/or Jensen-Shannon information 
divergence. 

2.1.2.2. DSD matchmaker [21] 
 
The DSD matchmaker is a graph matching over state-based service descriptions. It considers that two 
descriptions are similar, if the root elements are similar and two elements “a” and “b” are similar if “a” 
is a subclass of “b” and each property of “a” which is also property or sub-property in “b” points to a 
similar element. This matchmaker returns a fuzzy numeric degree. 

2.1.3. Hybrid Matching 
 
We talk about hybrid matching when it uses a combination of logical and non-logical matching 
mechanisms. Syntactic matching techniques are first class candidates for the development of hybrid 
semantic service profile matching solutions. These solutions combine means of both crisp logic-based and 
non-logic-based semantic matching because each approach alone would fail due to its limits, whereas the 
second may tolerate this failure. 
 

2.1.3.1. OWLS-MX [10] 
The OWLS-MX matchmaker offers a hybrid semantic matching of OWL-S profile IO. It exploits logic-
based reasoning and content-based information retrieval techniques. The matchmaker proposes five 
degrees: the first three ones are logic-based only: exact, plug in, and subsumes; the last two ones are 
hybrid and includes additional computation of syntactic similarity values: subsumed-by and nearest-
neighbor. 
 
Matching degrees are defined as following. Here, “A” means Advertised service and “R” means 
Requested service: 
 

 Exact match 
o Input(A) = Input(R) ^ Output(R) = Output(A).  
= The service IO signature perfectly matches with the request 

 Plug-in match: Service A plugs into Request R 
o Input(A) ≥ Input(R) ^ Output(A)   directChildren (Output(R)) 
= A may require less input than it has been specified in R 

 Subsumes match: R subsumes A 
o Input(A) ≥ Input(R) ^ Output(R) ≥ Output(A). 
= Output(A) is more specific than Output(R) 

 Subsumed-by match: R is subsumed by A 
o Input(A) ≥ Input(R) ^ (Output(A) = Output(R)  
v Output(A)   directParents (Output(R)))   SimIR (A, R) ≥ α. 
with Output(A) data is more general than Output(R) data  
With: 
o SimIR(A,B)   [0, 1] syntactic similarity between strings A and B  
o α   [0, 1] given syntactic similarity threshold 

 Logic-based fail 
 Nearest-neighbor match: A is nearest neighbor of R 
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o Input(A) ≥ Input(R) ^ Output(R) ≥ Output(A) v SimIR (A, R) ≥ α. 
 Fail: Service A does not match with request R according to any of the above filters. 

 
There are many variants of the matchmaker. For example, M0 is the logic-based one and M4 is the best 
hybrid one. The following figure presents a performance recall-precision curve of four variants of the 
OWLS matchmaker, M0, M4 and two others variants offering IR based service IO matching. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Recall-Precision Performance Curves 
 

2.1.3.2. WSMO-MX [15, 16] 
 
WSMO-MX (2007) accepts as inputs services written in a WSML-Rule variant, called WSML-MX. 
Matching scheme is a combination of OWLS-MX hybrid semantic matching [10], the Object-oriented 
graph matching of the matchmaker DSD-MM [8], and the “Intentional matching of services” in [5]. The 
specificity of this matchmaker is the notion of derivative. A derivative DT is an ordinary concept T (type) 
which is defined in a given ontology by attaching meta-information. This information is merely about the 
way how T can be matched with any other type. 
 
 
Matching degrees are computed by aggregated valuations of four elements: 

 Ontology-based type matching (logical concept subsumption), 
 Logical (instance-based) constraint matching in F-logic through approximative query 

containment, 
 Relation name matching, 
 Syntactic similarity measurement. 

 
Degrees of match, their order, symbol, and signification on precondition and postcondition states, are 
presented in the following table. Here, “G” means Goal (requested service) and “W” means WSMO 
Service (advertised service): 
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Table 1. Degrees of hybrid semantic matching of WSMO service and goal derivatives 
 
 
WSMO-MX offers the following derivative type similarity relations: 
 

 Equivalent 
 Sub (TW subtype of TG) 
 Super 
 Sibling: types with one immediate common ancestor (parent). 
 Spouse: types with one immediate common descendant (child) 
 ComAnc (common ancestor) 
 ComDes (common descendant) 
 Relative (exists a path in the undirected ontology graph between TG and TW) 

 
WSMO-MX takes the precondition state and the postcondition state of each advertised service from its 
local knowledge base, and then it matches them pairwise with the states of the given goal. In case of no 
preconditions, the result of their matching is set to equivalence by default. In these missing cases, 
WSMO-MX proposes using specific missing strategies (table6). 
 
After processing results, the matching algorithm returns an aggregated matching valuation vector () and 
annotations of the matching process results as a kind of explanatory feedback to the user. That feedback 
tries to facilitate an easier iterative goal refinement by the user in case of insufficient matching results. 
WSMO-MX has been fully implemented in Java 5 and F-Logic using the F-Logic reasoner OntoBroker. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Semantic Matching Algorithm in WSMO-MX 
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To calculate the semantic matching degree, the algorithm uses values from the following three tables. 
They presents valuations of type matching (table 2), valuations of relation matching with missing 
strategies (table 3), and valuations of constraint (table 4). Result of type matching and these valuations are 
aggregated in the semantic matching (see Semantic Matching Algorithm). 
 

 
 

Table 2. Valuation of type similarity relation matching 
 
 

 
 

Table 3. Valuation of relation matching with missing strategies 
 

 
 

Table 4. Valuation of constraint 
 

2.1.3.3. SAWSDL-MX [17] 
 
SAWSDL-MX (2008) is inspired by OWLS-MX [10] and WSMO-MX [14]. The SAWSDL matchmaker 
is based on logic-based matching (subsumption reasoning) as well as IR-based (text retrieval) matching.  
 
Syntactic similarity between an offered operation and a requested operation is the average of the 
similarity between the input vectors and the output vectors. It depends on the selected text similarity 
measure: Loss-of-Information, Extended Jaccard, Cosine, or Jensen-Shannon. 
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The matching degrees are defined as following. Here, “in” denotes a set of input elements, “out” denotes 
a set of output elements, and “m” is an element. “OO” means Offered operation and “OR” means 
Requested operation: 
 

 Exact (logic) 
o Every input can be satisfied 
o Every requested output is provided 

 
 

 Plug-in (logic) 
o To allow offered inputs to be arbitrarily more general than requested inputs  
o To allow offered outputs to be a direct child (LSC) of requested outputs (more specific)  

 
 

 Subsumes (logic) 
o To allow offered inputs to be arbitrarily more general than requested inputs  
o To allow offered outputs to be arbitrarily more specific than requested outputs 

 
 

 Subsumed-by (logic) 
o To allow offered inputs to be arbitrarily more general than requested inputs  
o To allow offers to provide more general outputs, namely direct parents (LGC) 

 
 

 Subsumed-by (syntactic) 
o To allow offered inputs to be arbitrarily more general than requested inputs 
o To allow offers to provide more general outputs. 
o One of the measures from IR = {LOI, ExtJacc, Cos, JS} is above a given threshold 

 
 

o This degree was proposed to avoid logic-based false positives to be introduced by the pure 
logic-based variant of this filter. 
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 Nearest-neighbor (syntactic) 
o To consider all services not already caught in previous filter steps and whose IR-based 

similarity is above the threshold. 
 

 
 

o This degree was proposed to compensate logic-based false negatives 
 

 Fail: None of the filtering tests succeeded. 
 
 
In the interface level, the matchmaker uses bipartite graph matching, where nodes are operations and 
weighted edges are the one-to-one assignments of operations with their weights derived from the 
computed degree of operation match. 
 
In the following figure’s example, the matchmaker evaluates every combination of their operations: 

 RO1 exactly matches with O1 
 RO1 fails for O2 and O3  
 RO2 plug-in matches O3 
 RO2 subsumed-by matches O2 (is even weaker than a plug-in match).  

The best (max) assignment of matching operations is: 
 {<RO1,O1i>, <RO2,O3i>}:{exact, plug-in} 

SAWSDL-MX 1.0 assumes the worst result of the best operation matchings. Thus, the service offer is 
considered as a plug-in match for the request.  

 
 
Figure 4. Example of SAWSDL matching 
 
 
The following table resumes a comparison between the main hybrid matchmakers. 
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Table 5. Comparison of Hybrid Matchmakers 
 
The following table resumes a comparison between some hybrid approaches. 
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Table 6. Comparison of Hybrid Approaches 
 
The following table resumes a global comparison between the studied matching approaches. Here, EPSF 
stands for matching degrees: Exact, Plug-in, Subsumes, and Fail. 
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Table 7. Comparison of Matching Approaches 
 
 
 
 

2.2. State of the art of the algorithms of graph matching through aggregation of graph 
nodes matching results 

 
Most of the algorithms that compare graphs (ontologies, schemas, etc.) rely on two processes: 

 the evaluation of the similarity of compared graphs nodes and edges, 
 the aggregation of nodes and edges similarities to compute the global similarity of the graphs 

 
In this part we will provide some relevant examples of algorithms that aggregate nodes and edges 
similarity in order to compute the graphs similarity. We will first briefly describe these algorithms and in 
a second part we will compare them. 
 
The algorithms we will present have various approaches. Some: 

 walk the graphs (trees) they compare, 
 organize nodes and edge similarities in matrices they process, 
 proceed iteratively on graph, 
 combine nodes and edges similarity results from various algorithms, 

 

2.2.1. Algorithms that walk the graphs compared 
 

2.2.1.1. « Cupid » algorithm [3] 
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Cupid [3] algorithm is meant to compare schemas which are considered as trees. It supposes that the 
similarities between nodes at same depth of the trees are extensively calculated. Then it computes from 
the leaves to the root of the two trees, a similarity, named «weighted similarity », for each pair of nodes 
of each tree. This similarity represents the one between the two sub-graphs rooted by the considered 
nodes. 
 The basic principle of the « weighted similarity » is: 

 two leaves nodes are similar if nodes in their environment are similar, 
 two nodes, not leaves, are similar if the leaves of the sub-trees of which they are root are similar, 

  
The weighted similarity of two nodes is a combination of a semantic similarity (either syntactic or 
logical) and a structural similarity. If we consider two trees A and B, and two nodes nA and nB as shown 
on “illustration 1”, the structural and weighted similarities are calculated as follows: 
 
weighted_sim(nA, nB) = p * structural_sim(nA, nB) + (1-p) * linguistic_sim(nA, nB)  
 0 <=  p <= 1 
 
structural_sim (nA,nB) = % of leaves of nA and nB such as : 
 weighted_sim (leave of A, leave of B) > threshold 
 
If weighted_sim (nA, nB) > threshold1 => increase weighted_sim (leaves of A, leaves of B)  
If weighted_sim (nA, nB) < threshold2 => decrease weighted_sim (leaves of A, leaves of B)  
at the beginning weighted_sim(leave of nA, leave of nB) = linguistic_sim ( leave of nA, leave of nB) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Trees A and B 
 
 

2.2.1.2. A Systematic approach [12] 
 
In this approach trees are compared recursively and in a combinatory way. The algorithm considers that 
nodes and edges linguistic similarities have already been computed. Then it builds the tree similarity by 
beginning from the roots. The similarity of trees is given by the following formula (“q” stands for 
“query”, “r” for “request”): 
 
SoG(nq1, nr1) = w*sim (nq1, nr1) + max_for_all_combinations_of_subnodes (i,j) 
{ 
 Σ (w * sim(aqi, arj) * sim(nri,nqj) + SoG (nri,nqj))  
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} 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Compared Trees 
 
In this formula: 
 

 aqi and arj are the edges that link the roots (nq1, nr1) two their direct children, 
 nri and nrj correspond to the direct children of nq1 and nr1, 

 
The result of this approach for the given illustration is: 
SoG = sim (n1, n1) + max (  
   (sim(aq1, ar1)*sim(nq2, nr2) + SoG(nq2,nr2))  
   + (sim(aq2, ar2)*sim(nq3,nr3) + SoG(nq3,nr3)) 
   ,  
   (sim(aq1, ar2)*sim(nq2,nr3) + SoG(nq2,nr3)) 
   + (sim(aq2, ar1)*sim(nq3,nr2) + SoG(nq3,nr2)) 
  ) 
 
For each permutation of the direct children nodes in one tree with respect to the other tree, the formula 
computes the sum of the similarities of pairs of nodes. Then it keeps the maximum for all these 
permutations being augmented of this maximum on their children nodes. 

2.2.1.3. A Simple Approach [13] 
 
Another very simple approach has been used, which consists in telling that two trees, T1 and T2, match if: for each 
node n1 of T1, there exists a node n2 in T2, such as: 

 n1 and n2 semantically match, 
 n1 and n2 are at the same depth, 
 all the ancestors of n1 semantically match with the ancestors of n2 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Trees T1 and T2 
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2.2.2. Algorithms using matrices 

2.2.2.1. The “s-match” algorithm [8] 
 
 The “s-match” algorithm has been designed to apply to classification of documents. It matches 
hierarchies of concepts, organized through relations “is_a” and “part_of”. An example of concepts 
hierarchies is given on figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  
Figure 8. Concepts Hierarchies 
 
 
This figure shows two types of elements: 

 The labels: “Europe”, “Pictures”, etc. 
 The nodes: “1”, “2”, etc. 

 
Concepts are associated to these elements. Each concept is a set of documents that can be classified under 
the element to which the concept is associated: 

 for the labels : an associated concept is the set of documents that deal with the topic of the 
described by the label, 

 for the nodes : an associated concept is the set of documents that would be classified under this 
node considering not only the node label but also the node position in the graph, i.e. its relations 
with other the nodes, 

 
Algorithm: 
 a. computation of the concept of the label :  
  the label is assimilated to its concept, and WordNet is used to retrieve a set of   
 relevant labels/concepts in its definition, 
 
 b. computation of the concept of the of the node : 
  with respect to the node position in the tree, the concept of the node is the   
 intersection of the concepts of the labels of the nodes that link it to the root, 
 
On the base of these computations two matrices can be built: 
 
a) The matrix of relations between concepts of labels 
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b) The matrix of relations between concepts of nodes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This algorithm does not give a global result but aggregates locally nodes similarities. However, it is then 
possible to consider the weakest relation between the set of concepts which are considered as related 
when trees have comparable structures.  
 

2.2.2.2. The Graph Matching for Ontologies [9] 
 
This algorithm represents an ontology as a matrix: 
 

 
 
 
AES, AS, AE, and AOP: are matrices that represent oriented relations between statements and entities. 
The two ontologies to be compared are then represented as matrices: A and B. The algorithm uses a 
mathematical result setting that the series of following matrices X converges: 
 

 
 
The algorithm interprets the X matrix limit as the similarity matrix of the two ontologies. 
The result is the matrix bellow: 
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This does not represent exactly one aggregated value for the whole ontologies A and B. But the algorithm 
can be hampered with the matching values between the nodes of A and B, and then it introduces 
structural considerations in the computation of these similarities. It computes a local aggregation of 
semantic similarities. 
 
A step to be done after this one is to consider a threshold value and apply it to a given set of statement 
comparison pairs to determine if the two trees match. 
 

2.2.3. An iterative approach 
 

The “similarity flooding” [4] algorithm is an iterative approach that relies on a fixpoint computation. It is 
based on the “intuition that elements of two distinct models (graphs) are similar when their adjacent 
elements are similar”. So the similarity of two elements is disseminated to their respective neighbors. 
 
In order to do so it first builds a similarity propagation graph as shown on the following illustration: 
 

 
 
Figure 9. Similarity Propagation Graph 
 
The pairwise connectivity graph is defined by: 
(x, y) , p , (x', y') is in PCG(A,B) if only if (x, p, x') is in A and (y, p, y') is in B 
 
The propagation coefficients of the “propagation graph” are calculated based on the fact that the sum of 
coefficients leaving a cell is 1.0 in a given direction (up/down). Then the fixpoint computation is applied 
and a set of similarity values are found. 
 
Again, in this case we do not obtain one single value as a result of the two graphs comparison. But still it 
is possible to check that all the nodes of a given graph have similar ones in the other graph with a 
similarity value superior to a given threshold. 
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2.2.4. Combination of various similarities results 

2.2.4.1. COMA: Combining Match Algorithms [6] 
 
The COMA platform combines two kinds of processes: 

 elemental matching algorithms 
 aggregations of the results of the elemental matching algorithms 

The illustration below shows the first part of the process that relies on elemental matching algorithms. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Elemental matching algorithms 
 

 
 
In this part, COMA first applies various elemental matching algorithms, syntactic and semantic, to each 
pair of nodes of the compared schemas. Then it stores the results, for all the pairs, in a “similarity cube”. 
It combines then for each pair the values obtained keeping the max or the min, or taking an average value, 
or a weighted average value.  
 
In a second time, these results are combined to get one unique value by either: 

 taking the average value 
 computing a value in a way based on the “Dice” coefficient : calculating the ratio of elements that 

can be matched over the total number of set elements 
This platform has also the interesting property of reusing past matching results. By simplifying it, it 
means that,: if schemas S1 S2 S3 are such as S1 matches S2, S2 matches S3 then the reuse algorithm may 
deduce that S1 matches S3. 
 

2.2.4.2. QOM: Quick Ontology Mapping [7] 
 
This approach defines a generic process of ontologies mapping, classifies other approaches with respect 
to this process and proposes an implementation for it. The generic process and its implementation are 
described in the following figure.  
 
 

 
Figure 11. Generic Process 
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1. Feature engineering : transforming the input into a form that can be processed, i.e. for QOM in 
RDF, 

2. Search step selection : with the help of various heuristics QOM discards pairs which similarity 
will not be evaluated and sorts the other, 

3. Similarity computation : the similarities of each pair is computed using a wide range of algorithms 
4. Similarity aggregation : for each pair, QOM computes a weighted average of the results but also 

de-emphasizes low resulting values with a sigmoid function, 
5. Interpretation : QOM only keeps that are bijectively similar 
6. Iteration : in the first round only lexical similarity algorithms are used, and in a second time 

semantic similarity measures are used 
 
In this approach the aggregation of elemental matching result is local but it is interesting to see that the 
iteration enables to apply various matching techniques to more and more restricted set of candidates’ 
pairs. 
 

2.2.5. Algorithms comparison 
 
We will first look at the qualitative differences between algorithms and then give some evaluation results. 
In order to clarify references to algorithms we numerate them: 
 

1. Cupid [3] 
2. Systematic and combinatorial approach [12] 
3. A simple approach [13] 
4. S-Match [8] 
5. Graph Matching for ontologies [9] 
6. Similarity flooding [4] 
7. COMA [6] 
8. QOM [7] 

 
We present here six aspects for a qualitative comparison then finally a quantitative comparison of those 
algorithms. 

2.2.5.1. Aggregation result 
 
There are two categories of algorithms with respect to the aggregation result:  

 The algorithms that return one aggregation result for the complete graph (1, 2, 3, 7), 
 The algorithms that return aggregation value for each pair of nodes (4, 5, 6, 8). 

Of course the first category looks more interesting but the second one proposes processes that may be 
usefully combined to the first category algorithms. 
 

2.2.5.2. Structures of the compared graphs 
 
Some algorithms consider the structures of the graph they compare (all but 7 and 8) some other do not (7, 
8). In our view the information contained in the graph structures should be used as the graph edges have a 
semantic meaning that may represent a context for the node semantic interpretation. 
 
Another interesting point is that most algorithms, taking in account the graph structure, perform well only 
for very similar graph structures. That may be an argument for algorithms that do not consider the graph 
structure, which then may be more suitable for the comparison of graph of unpredictable structures. 
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2.2.5.3. Preliminary computations 
 
Some algorithms require some preliminary computations before aggregating the elemental matching 
results: 

 8 (QOM) discards pairs of elements that may, following its heuristics, not match, 
 6 (Similarity Flooding) builds a graph of similarity propagation 
 5 (The Graph Matching for Ontologies) build matrices 

Essentially, only graph walking algorithms do not require preliminary computations between elemental 
matching and aggregation, which can be an advantage 
 

2.2.5.4. Reuse of the aggregation results 
 
Some algorithms can reuse their output, either in order to improve performance or to improve quality of 
results. That is a good point for them, hence: 

 7 (COMA) can store past schemas matching results and use them if a transitive link using these 
schemas can be built between two new schemas to be compared, 

 8 (QOM), 6 (Similarity Flooding), 5 (Graph Matching for Ontologies) are iterative and refine their 
output by using them as input, 

Moreover some algorithms like 6 and 5 are explicitly designed to accept already known matching results 
of pairs. 
 

2.2.5.5. Extensibility and Parameterization 
 
Some aggregation systems are meant to be extended. For example 7 (COMA) and 8 (QOM), described as 
frameworks, are designed to accept various “sub” algorithms. Except 4 (S-Match), most of the algorithms 
require a more or less complex parameterization. This parameterization spans from setting (2 - the 
combinatorial approach) the weight coefficient of an average calculus to determine the strategy of 
combination of various algorithms (7 COMA).  
Versatility in the configuration of algorithms is interesting but one should not forget that this property is 
meant to make the algorithms adaptable to situations that should be well defined. We have never found, 
in the descriptions of the algorithms, explanations about when to use which configuration or how a given 
configuration improves the result in a given case.  
 

2.2.5.6. Citations 
 
Based on the Google scholar citations number: 
 

1. Cupid      840  
2. Systematic and combinatorial approach 16 
3. A simple approach    6 
4. S-Match     203 
5. Graph Matching for ontologies  29 
6. Similarity flooding    575 
7. COMA     467 
8. QOM      231 
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2.2.5.7. Conclusion on qualitative comparison 
 
An interesting point is that the algorithms that reuse their output to improve their results are also the ones 
that require preliminary computation so they are certainly the more costly. Moreover they don't give a 
global aggregation result. On the other hand they should give better results than more straightforward 
ones. The problem relies in finding the good parameters to obtain meaningful quality measures, as the 
more complex is the algorithm, the more parameters it can have. 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2.5.8. Quantitative Comparison [8] 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Quantitative Comparison 
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Conclusion 
We presented in this section the state of the art of the elementary matching and the algorithms of graph 
matching through aggregation of graph nodes matching results. The next section presents the publication 
phase. 
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3. Architecture of the Semantic Registry  
 
The SemEUsE Semantic Registry enables the services’ storage, publication and discovery at the semantic 
level. The following figure presents the architecture of the semantic registry. It includes the following 
components: Service Location/Discovery, Service Publication, Syntactic Repository, Semantic 
Repository, Semantic Matching, Admin component and Registry Group Management. 

 
 

Figure 13. Architecture of Semantic Registry 
 

We present in the following the components of the architecture. 

3.1. Service Publication  
 
Service providers need to make known the interfaces of offered services to service consumers. The 
publication service provides the mechanisms needed to subscribe services into the syntactic/semantic 
registry using their syntactic/semantic descriptions. 
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3.2. Service Location/Discovery  
 
The location service provides semantic discovery mechanisms allowing service consumers to locate 
registered services using the references established during the publication.  
 

3.3. Syntactic Repository (functional & non-functional) 
 
The syntactic repository is an UDDI-like registry for storing syntactic description of services and 
providers. 
 

3.4. Semantic Repository 
 
The semantic repository provides the facilities needed to store and maintain services’ semantic 
descriptions including functional (e.g., capabilities) and non-functional (e.g. QoS and context). It offers 
two interfaces: a semantic publishing interface to store a description in a service publishing process and a 
semantic discovery interface to retrieve a stored service description in service discovery and composition 
processes. 
 

3.5. Semantic Matching 
 
Services discovery in SemEUsE is enabled through an ontology-based semantic matching brought about 
by multiple filtering steps. These steps are based on different selection criteria including the services’ 
capabilities and QoS, the execution context and the user profile. 
Functional matching aims at selecting the candidate services functionally involved in the user task. It 
proceeds through a semantic matching between the concepts describing the required task and those 
describing the provided services’ capabilities. 
QoS-aware matching filters services according to their QoS capabilities. To meet this requirement, the 
QoS-aware matching selects candidate services satisfying the required QoS among those selected by the 
functional matching. This matching uses the QoS ontologies to compare quality-related concepts, 
describing the requested and the provided services. 
Security-aware matching filters services according to both providers and users preferences. Security 
preferences are attached to semantic properties (to describe provider preferences and legal constraints). 
The dynamic matching step compares these providers’ requirements to the users’ preferences. This 
process is defined contextually, depending on users trust level for the concerned providers and on users’ 
global strategy for their privacy requirements. 
 

3.6. Service Admin 
 
This component manages the services providers/consumers access rights to registries through an access 
control interface. It also provides an interface (service availability) for verifying the availability of the 
services published in the registries. The statistics interface offers services providers and consumers the 
possibility to have statistics concerning the stored services. 
 

3.7. Trader 
 
Registries are virtually structured according to their semantics into groups. Each group is formed by one 
or more registry handling descriptions of semantically similar services. In this architecture, a service 
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provider has to know the access point of a registry in order to publish a service description. When 
publishing his service description across this registry, this description will be forwarded to the suitable 
registry according to its semantic. 

The trader component provides the following facilities: 

 The registry selection allows to find the suitable registry group that satisfy a given query for 
service discovery or publishing, 

 The query routing allows routing and adaptation of a given query to the registry group that has the 
highest chance to satisfy it, 

 The group structuring allows keeping up to date the structure of registry groups according to the 
semantics of the services descriptions they host. 
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Conclusion 
In this section, we presented the architecture of the semantic registry and the component structure. The 
next section presents the publication phase. 
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4. Publication 
 
 
The publication interface: it allows a service provider to propose its services by registering them. The 
service descriptions (which are YASA files) can be proposed in several ways: the provider gives the URL 
of the file or he provides the file in attached document. 

4.1. Sequence diagram 
 
In the following figure, we present the sequence diagram of the publication task. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Sequence Diagram of Publication 
 
The publication task involves different architecture components; in charge of interacting with Dragon, 
processing the YASA description and storing it in the semantic store. 
 
The Publication component offers to the service provider the necessary methods to easily publish a 
service, by just giving its URL for example. Interaction with Dragon is handled through the component 
“Dragon Web Service Client”. Before semantic storing, the YASA description is processed by two 
components, the “EMF Parser” and the “YASA Semantic Translator”; details are given in the following 
subsections.  
Using a publish method in the Publication interface, service provider may submit YASA URL file to the 
Dragon Web Service Client. The service description, once received, checked, and stored, Dragon returns 
the service identifier of the stored WSDL description; we will need it later when we will store the service 
semantics in the semantic store.  
Next subsection presents interaction with Dragon, the first phase of the publication task of service 
description in the registries. 
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4.2. Interaction with Dragon 
As well as a service provider, we submit a service described by a YASA file to a Dragon Web Service 
client. As it handles a WSDL description, the YASA URL file is submitted through the Dragon client 
publish method. This service description is then stored in Dragon (see figure).  
 

 
 

Figure 15. Interaction with Dragon 
 
As we mentioned above, the service identifier of the WSDL in Dragon is kept and added in the semantic 
description, in order to keep a link between the syntactic description and the semantic description (see 
figure 16).  
 

 
 

Figure 16. Published YASA description in Dragon 

 

4.3. Preparing the semantic storage 
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The next phase is to publish the semantic part of the service description in the semantic store. We do this 
phase in three steps. Firstly, we start parsing the YASA description located in the submitted URL and 
then store it in Java instances conforming to the YASA4WSDL Object Model.  
To deal with this, we have used the EMF Eclipse plug-in which generated the Java classes of 
YASA4WSDL model objects from the YASA4WSDL XSD description file (see figure17). Once 
generated, the classes are used in order to build a YASA4WSDL parser. This later takes as input a YASA 
URL file and returns a Java object instance representing the YASA description according to the model in 
order to process it later to obtain semantic parts of the service description. 
 

 
 

Figure 17. Building the YASA4WSDL Parser 
 
 
The second step consists in extracting and translating semantics of the YASA description object. To deal 
with this, we have build the YASA Semantic Translator component. We have provided it with the YASA 
instance object returned from the YASA4WSDL parser and the service identifier returned by Dragon at 
the phase of syntactic publication. 
 
The YASA Semantic Translator component ensures extraction of semantic information from YASA 
global description object. Then, based on those semantics, it builds a RDF description including the 
service identifier - of the correspondent published WSDL in Dragon - as an identifier key. 
 
The semantic information recovered is then transformed in RDF-triplets. The Dragon identifier of WSDL 
file already published is kept and added in the semantic description. This allows us to keep track and link 
between semantic part and syntactic description. 
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Figure 18. Creation of RDF semantic description 
 
 
 
The RDF description is then stored in the semantic store. Currently this part is based on Jena and MySql. 
Details about the semantic storage are giving in the following subsection. 
 
 

4.4. Semantic storage 
 
In order to apply semantic processings to service descriptions, mainly the semantic discovery, we store 
semantic views of them in an RDF repository. 
 

4.4.1. The RDF Repository choice 
 
Today, there exists two main open source implementations of RDF repositories: Jena and Sesame. Both 
of them enable the storage of RDF graphs and ontologies, as well as queries on these stored data. We 
compared Sesame 2.2.4 and Jena 2.5.7 and chose to use the Jena platform for some reasons given in this 
part. 
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4.4.2. Architectures 
 
Here is the Jena Architecture: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Jena Architecture 
 
 
 
The Jena architecture is made of 3 main layers: 
 

 I: the query layer : the access to the stored information, 
 
 II: the core layer : ontologies and RDF graphs modeling as well as inference on them, 

 
 III: the storage layer: Jena accepts various storage implementations (in memory, various 

databases...). 
 
 
 
 

I 

II

III
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Here is the Sesame architecture: 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 20. Sesame Architecture 
 
 
 
As Repositories, Sesame can use various existing database such as MySQL, etc. The Admin module is to 
be used to add and remove statements, make inferences. The Query module executes RQL queries 
through the RAL. The RDF module extracts complete graphs to be used with other RDF tools. 
 

4.4.3. Comparisons 
 
 
Performances 
 
Jena, in the implementation used for evaluation, has revealed to be slower but: 

 since that time, a new faster implementation of the access to the stored data has been provided, 
 for a prototype implementation, the performance difference is not such that it is a reason to prefer 

Jena or Sesame, 
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Table 8. Load times for LUBM data 

 
 
 

 
 

Table 9. Results for queries 
 
 
API 
 
Both platforms provide a programmatic access to their function through an API. It should be then noted 
that ontologies are not reified in the Sesame API but they are in the Jena one. Moreover the statements 
manipulation is less advanced in Sesame API than in the Jena one. This later point is counterbalanced by 
the fact that the query language of Sesame, SERQL, is more powerful than SPARQL, the query language 
of Jena. But SPARQL has the advantage to be a W3C standard. 
 
Reasoner  
 
Both platforms can use reasoner programs to infer properties of RDF graphs. It should be noted that Jena 
separates the storage implementation from the reasoner one. On the other hand, in Sesame there exists the 
SAIL, Storage and Inference Layer, that binds together the storage implementation and the reasoner one. 
For each couple (Storage Solution, Reasoner Implementation) a specific implementation of the SAIL is to 
be given. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The fact that Jena uses SPARQL that is a W3C standard has been very important to us. Another point we 
considered is that it is easier with Jena to change reasoner than with Sesame. This is important as 
different reasoners make different kinds of inferences, and the reasoner must chosen with respect to the 
expected results. The difference of performance has not been significant enough to prefer Sesame. So we 
chose to use Jena. 
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4.4.4. The semantic shape of a YASA4WSDL 
 
In order to save a YASA4WSDL into a RDF repository we must translate it into a set of RDF statements. 
To do so we consider the WSDL description as a tree. For example, for the following WSDL: 
 
 
 
<interface name = “FileManagement”> 
 <operation name= “openRentalFile” 
   serviceconcept=”effect” modelreference=”RentalOpening”/> 
  <input messageLabel= “custId”/> 
  <input messageLabel= “carId” 
   serviceconcept= “precondition” modelreference= “CarId”/> 
  <output messageLabel= “fileNb”/> 
 </operation> 
 
 <operation name= “closeRentalFile” 
   serviceconcept= “effect” modelreference= “RentalClosing”/> 
  <input messageLabel= “fileNb”/> 
  <output messageLabel= “success”/> 
 </operation> 
</interface> 
 
 
 
We obtain the following structure: 
 
 

 
 
Figure 21. The full YASA4WSDL structure 
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We then build a tree that only keeps the branches whose nodes are YASA-semantically annotated, and cut 
the end of these branches so that each leaf of the resulting structure is annotated, that gives us the 
following structure: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 22. The kept YASA4WSDL structure 
 
 
 
 
This tree is transformed in a set of RDF statements that use the technical ontology of YASA. Each node 
of the WSDL graph is transformed into a RDF resource of the relevant class : “YasaWSDL”, “Interface”, 
“Operation”, “Input”, “Output”, “ServiceConcept” … The names of the resources are computed in the 
following way: 
 
 
* Terms between “[]” are replaced by their values taken from the WSDL description: 

 
 For the yasawdsl : “[wsdl-ID]” 

For example “1FA0” 
 

 For the interface :  “[wsdl-ID]::interface/[interface_name]” 
For example “1FA0::interface/FileManagement” 

 
 For the operation : “[wsdl-ID]::interface/[interface_name]::operation/[operation_name]” 

For example “1FA0::interface/FileManagement::operation/openRentalFile” 
 

 For the input/output : “[wsdl-
ID]::interface/[interface_name]::operation/[operation_name]::input/[input_name]” 
For example “1FA0::interface/FileManagement::operation/openRentalFile::input/carId” 

 
 
 
The generic RDF graph is given in the following illustration: 
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Figure 23. Generic RDF Graph 
 

 
Figure 24. RDF Graph of Illustration 
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[serviceConcept] is replaced by the name of the service concept of the YASA semantic annotation and 
[modelReference] by the modelReference of the YASA semantic annotation. 
 
For our illustration WSDL we obtain the above RDF graph, assuming that the service has been registered 
in Dragon and got the Id “42”. 
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Conclusion 
 
We presented in this section the publication phase, required interactions between components, and 
semantic storage. The next section presents the discovery phase. 
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5. Discovery 
 
 
 
In this section, we present the discovery interface that allows service requesters to submit their request in 
order to discover published services that are relevant to their demands. Requests’ descriptions may be 
fully described or simply query-formatted YASA4WSDL files. Requests’ semantics are matched against 
a group of published services. This group is selected based on relevance between its semantics and 
request semantics.  
 
First subsection gives more details about the discovery phase and interactions between involved 
components through a sequence diagram. 
 

5.1. Sequence Diagram 
 
In the following figure, we present the sequence diagram of the discovery phase. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 25. Sequence Diagram of Discovery 
 
 
The discovery task involves different architecture components; in charge of interacting with the semantic 
store and the matcher, and  processing the requested YASA description and RDF description from the 
semantic store. 
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The Discovery component offers to the service requester necessary methods to easily submit a requested 
description, by giving its URL. Interaction with the component “YASA Semantic Store” is handled 
through the component “Semantic Discovery”. Before invoking the component “Semantic Discovery”, 
the requested YASA description is processed by two components, the “EMF Parser” (omitted here for 
sake of space) and the “YASA Semantic Translator”; as it is the same process as in the publication phase 
which aim to obtain the request Java YASA model instance then the request RDF description, details 
have been already given in the Publication subsections.  
 
Using a discovery method in the Discovery interface, service requester may submit YASA URL file to 
the component Discovery. Requests’ descriptions may be fully annotated YASA4WSDL files (for 
example, when a requester chooses to submit a particular service that he used to invoke). Requests’ 
descriptions may be simply query-formatted YASA4WSDL files, containing an abstract service 
description with semantic annotations on interface, operation, input and output elements. Requests’ 
semantics are matched against a group of published services. This group is selected based on graph 
resemblance. To deal with this, a subset of possibly matching services is extracted from the Jena 
database. Using the requested RDF description, returned from the component “YASA Semantic 
Translator”, and extracted RDF description returned from the component “YASA Semantic Store”, we 
invoke the match method of the component “YASA Matching”. It accepts as inputs, the requested YASA 
description and a YASA description correspondent to the service identifier of an offered RDF description 
from the selected group, so we invoke the method iteratively to match the requested description against 
the offered service descriptions one by one (see the following figure). For each service couple, the 
component “YASA Semantic Matching” performs an elementary / semantic matching on their parts. 
 

 
 

Figure 26. Discovery Steps 
 
 

For each service couple, the component “YASA Semantic Matching” performs an elementary matching 
on their parts. Results are aggregated by the component “YASA Matching” and returned to the 
component Discovery. This one associates results to the offered service identifiers to in order to be 
prepared for later eventual processing (see figure 27). 
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Figure 27.  Matching Result 
 
Next subsection presents details of discovery on semantic store. 
 

5.2. Discovery on semantic store 
 
For a given « request » service, the semantic discovery of equivalent stored services, named « offer »s, is 
made in two steps: 

 first: we extract from the Jena database a subset of possibly matching services, 
 second: using a matching algorithm, we compare the request with each of the offer of the subset, 

and keep the best match 
 

5.2.1. Extraction of the Subset of Offers 
 
In order to retrieve a subset of possibly matching services we chose to use a SPARQL query on the 
services RDF database. The logic of the query is the following: 
 
If we consider a service interface of which semantically annotated structure is the following: 
 
 interface-A 
  operation-1 
   input-1 
   input-2 
   output-1 
  operation-2 
   input-1 
   output-1 
 
This structure is obtained as described in the semantic publication part: by keeping only the branches 
whose nodes are YASA-semantically annotated, and cut the ends of these branches so that each leaf of 
the resulting structure is annotated. We denote this structure, extracted from the syntactic graph, the 
“restricted graph”. NB: the restricted graph does not contain the semantic annotations. 
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We consider that an “offer” service is part of the possibly matching set for the “interface-A” request if its 
restricted graph covers the “interface-A” restricted graph. We chose this because: 

 it can be expressed in SPARQL, 
 for each element of the request there will exist a syntactically corresponding element in the offer 

to be compared with until the finest level (input/output), in the second step matching, 
 we are assured that there are as much operations, input and output in the offer as in the request 

(but there may be more) 
 
NB: some node semantically annotated in the request may not be annotated in the offer and vice versa. 
 
 
 
 
So we designed a SPARQL request generator that has as an output a SPARQL request for a given 
interface graph. For example if we consider the following WSDL: 
 
  <wsdl:interface name="Service1"> 
    <wsdl:operation modelReference="xyz" name="Operation2" serviceConcept="Effect"/> 
    <wsdl:operation name="Operation3" pattern="http://www.w3.org/ns/wsdl/in-out"> 
      <wsdl:output messageLabel="Output6" modelReference="xyz" serviceConcept="Postcondition"/> 
    </wsdl:operation> 
  </wsdl:interface> 
 
The resulting SPARQL query is the following: 
 
PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>  
PREFIX xsd:<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>  
SELECT ?service  
WHERE { 
    ?service ?r1 ?interface . 
    FILTER regex (xsd:string(?r1), "hasInterface") . 
 
    ?interface ?r2 ?op1 . 
    FILTER regex (xsd:string(?r2), "hasInterfaceOperation") . 
 
    ?interface ?r3 ?op2 . 
    FILTER regex (xsd:string(?r3), "hasInterfaceOperation") . 
 
    ?op2 ?r4 ?opt1 . 
    FILTER regex (xsd:string(?r4), "hasOutput") . 
 
    FILTER(!sameTerm(?op1,?op2)  
    ) 
 
} 
 

5.2.2. Matching of the subset of offers with the request 
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For this step we use an algorithm able to compare two YASA4WSDL semantic descriptions. We simply 
iterate on the subset and keep the best result. An interesting evolution would be to sort the candidates of 
the subset of offers and to define a similarity threshold upon which we may stop the search. 

5.3. Algorithm of matching 

5.3.1. Elementary / Semantic matching 
 
In our approach, the discovery uses an algorithm based on semantic matching of a service profile 
especially the WSDL functional parts. This elementary matching exploits logic and deductive approach.  
 
Elements in the YASA4WSDL (WSDL) functional parts may be annotated semantically with logical 
concepts from several ontologies.  
The matching degrees are defined within the considered subsumption-based logical rules described in the 
following table. 
 
 

-No relation could be determined between requested and 

advertised concepts 

0FAIL

-At least one of requested and advertised concepts has 

not been classified

1UNCLASSIFIED

-Requested and advertised concepts are sub-concepts of a 

same concept

2HAS_SAME_CLASS

-Requested concept is a sub-concept of the advertised one3SUBSUMED_BY

-Advertised concept is a sub-concept of the requested one4SUBSUMES

- Requested and advertised concepts are the same one

- Requested and advertised concepts are equivalent

5EXACT

-No relation could be determined between requested and 

advertised concepts 

0FAIL

-At least one of requested and advertised concepts has 

not been classified

1UNCLASSIFIED

-Requested and advertised concepts are sub-concepts of a 

same concept

2HAS_SAME_CLASS

-Requested concept is a sub-concept of the advertised one3SUBSUMED_BY

-Advertised concept is a sub-concept of the requested one4SUBSUMES

- Requested and advertised concepts are the same one

- Requested and advertised concepts are equivalent

5EXACT

 
 
Table 10. Degrees of Matching 
 
 
These degrees were mainly established by means of subsumption-based theory used to determine the 
logical relation then the degree of matching between two concepts. These degrees have not been 
arbitrarily chosen, some of them are proposed by our approach and some others find their origins in 
previously presented state of the art (see the following table). 
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Table 11. Correspondence between Degrees of Matching of some Approaches 
 

 
 

Figure 28. Semantic annotation 
 
We recall that a service described in YASA4WSDL can define for each WSDL element two attributes 
providing semantic description [1]. The first attribute, called serviceConcept, contains a set of URI 
referencing the corresponding concepts in the Service Ontology (so called Technical Service Ontology 
[11]). The second attribute, called modelReference, contains a set of URI corresponding to the first list 
and which define the semantics in one or several Domain Ontologies. Let’s consider the example 
presented in Figure 28. There are two ontologies: the first is Technical (Service Ontology) that describes 
the semantics of some service concepts: precondition and effect. The second ontology is a Domain 
ontology (called TransportOntology) that describes some concepts in the travel domain: validFlightInfo 
and reservationInfo. The example presents the semantic annotation of an operation named reserveFlight. 
The modelReference attribute references two concepts: validFlightInfo and reservationInfo. The 
importance of the extended attribute serviceConcept is to distinguish the role played by: validFlightInfo 
and reservationInfo referenced by modelReference attribute. The serviceConcept references two service 
concepts: precondition and effect that correspond to the two domain concepts validFlightInfo and 
reservationInfo.  
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The order is important here. It associates the first technical concept with the first domain concept, the 
second technical concept with the second domain concept and so on. 
However, the elementary matching processes in two steps each annotated YASA4WSDL service 
description element (interface, operation, input, etc.). Based on the two attributes providing semantics, 
this new proposed mechanism aims to enrich descriptions and enhance accuracy.  
 
Initially, it processes the first attribute, called serviceConcept, in both side of requested element and 
offered element. It checks, one by one, the set of URI referencing a set of concepts in the Service 
Ontology. If one of the requested service concept corresponds to one of the offered service concept, then 
the process reaches the second step. It accesses to the second attribute, called modelReference, in both 
side of requested element and offered element. And it checks the correspondent domain concept (same 
order in the set of second URI list as the technical concept in the set of first URI list). The order is very 
important here. It ensures matching the adequate requested domain concept to the correspondent offered 
one, once the requested technical concept matches exactly the correspondent offered one, and so on (see 
figure 29). 
 
We called “sub-elementary matching degree” the value resulted from each couple (requested and offered) 
of URIs’ matching. They are aggregated in different ways to compute the global matching degree of two 
YASA4WSDL descriptions. We have developed three aggregation approaches that we present in the next 
subsections. 

 
 
Figure 29. Elementary / Semantic matching 
 
The following table resumes comparison between YASA4WSDL elementary / semantic matching and 
other logical approaches seen in the state of the art. In our approach, Exact corresponds to Equivalent, 
Exact and Match; Fail corresponds to Fail and NoMatch; Subsumes corresponds to Subsumest; 
Unclassified is used to deal with cases l 
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Table 12. Comparison with some Logical Elementary Matching Approaches 
 
5.3.1.1. Average matching approach 
 
To compute the global matching degree of two YASA4WSDL descriptions, elementary matching degrees 
are aggregated in different ways. In this approach, we propose to calculate the global degree by the 
average approach. For each annotated YASA4WSDL service description element: interface, operation, 
input, and output, the algorithm calculates its own matching degree value between one requested element 
and the correspondent offered one.  
 
The algorithm starts calculating the interface matching degree between the requested interface and the 
offered one and saves the value. If they match, then the algorithm starts calculating operations matching 
degree between operations of the requested interface and operations of the offered one and saves the 
value. If two operations match, then the algorithm starts calculating inputs matching degree between 
inputs of the requested operation and inputs of the offered one and saves the value. After that, the 
algorithm continues calculating outputs matching degree between outputs of the requested operation and 
outputs of the offered one and saves the value. The algorithm keeps only the most relevant matching 
values (figure 30). 

 
 
Figure 30. Matching Degrees between YASA Description Parts 
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When all levels were matched, kept values are aggregated in ascendant way from inputs, and outputs, to 
operation, then to interface. Calculations are done using the following formulas. 
 

 
 
The pseudo algorithm bellow represents the average matching approach. In this code “rqt” stands for 
requested, “adv” means advertised (offered), and MD stands for Matching Degree. 
 
Algorithm: Average Matching Degree    
 
InterfaceMD = SemanticMatching (rqtInterface, advInterface); 
 
 
 if (InterfaceMD > a) 
{ 
    loop  
         OperationMD = SemanticMatching (rqtOperation ,advOperation); 
  
 
          if (OperationMD > b) 
        { 
     loop 
          InputsMD = SemanticMatching (rqtInputs ,advInputs); 
          OutputsMD = SemanticMatching (rqtOutputs, advOutputs); 
  
  end loop 
 
  GlobalOperationMD = ((InputsMD + OutputsMD + OperationMD) / 3); 
 
 OperationsMD= OperationsMD+ GlobalOperationMD  
        } 
 
    end loop 
 
 
   return YasaMD = (InterfaceMD + (OperationsMD/ nbrRequestedOperations)) / 2; 
 
} 
 
return 0 
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5.3.1.2. Adaptation of the algorithms Cupid and Combinatorial Approach for the matching of 

YASA4WSDL 
 
Both algorithms have been adapted to the matching of YASA4WSDL considering that: 
 

 The structures of the two graphs compared are very near. These graphs are made of four levels: 
service / interface / operation / input-output. Only the number of elements on each level may 
change, but an interesting point is that an intermediary level can not be missing. 

 
 The comparison of two operations / interfaces … is delegated to an elementary matcher 

 
 
A point in this adaptation was to include the fact that the inputs of the offered service had to be less 
specific than the ones of the requested, and the output of the offered had to be more specific than the ones 
of the requested. 
 

The combinatorial approach 

 
Starting from these facts it has been possible to implement the combinatorial approach without 
modifications of the principle of the algorithm. A small implementation difference with the base 
implementation is that the elemental matchings are precomputed only when it is needed.  
 
It may have been interesting to precompute these elemental matching to apply on them a pre- or 
additional treatment as we have done in the Cupid approach. 
 

The Cupid approach 

 
In this approach the similarity of input and output is extensively precomputed. That is for each pair of the 
offered input and the requested input; respectively the offered output and the requested output the 
elemental similarity is calculated. With these results it has seemed interesting to us to add a “similarity 
bonus” to operations when: 
 

 Requested and offered operations have the same number of inputs and outputs. 
 Considering the two sets of input, requested and offered, inputs of the same rank have the 

maximum similarity. 
 Considering the two sets of output, requested and offered, outputs of the same rank have the 

maximum similarity. 
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Conclusion 
 
The following table resumes a comparison between variants of YASA-matchmaker algorithm and the 
main semantic matchmaking approaches. 
 

-Subsumed-by
-Nearest-
neighbor
(hybrid)

-Exact
-Subsumes
-Subsumed-by
-HasSameClass
-Unclassified
-Fail

-

-Logic-based matching 
(subsumption reasoning) 

Semantic Matching 
based on Service 
Ontology and Domain 
Ontologies

YASA4WSDL service
SAWSDL Service

YASA4WSDL-Matcher

-Exact
-Plug-in,
-Subsumes,
-Subsumed-by
(logic)

IR-based (text retrieval) matching

Logic-based matching 
(subsumption reasoning) 

-OWLS-MX[10] 
-WSMO-MX[14]

SAWSDL service

SAWSDL-MX [17] (2008)

-Subsumed-by
-Nearest-
neighbor
-Fail
(hybrid)

-Relation name matching
-Syntactic similarity 
measurement 

content-based information 
retrieval

Non-logic

Equivalence
Plug-in
Inverse-plug-in
Intersection
Fuzzy similarity
Neutral
Disjunction (Fail)

-Exact
-Plug-in
-Subsumes
-Logic-based 
fail
(logic)

Degree of 
matching

-Ontology-based type 
matching (logical concept 
subsumption),
-Logical (instance-based) 
constraint matching in F-
logic (LP)

logic-based reasoningLogic

-OWLS-MX hybrid 
semantic matching [10]
-Object-oriented graph 
matching of the 
matchmaker DSD-MM [8]
-Intentional matching of 
services in [5]

_Approach

WSML-Rule variant: 
WSML-MX

OWL-S serviceEntries

WSMO-MX [15, 16] (2007)OWLS-MX [10] (2008)

-Subsumed-by
-Nearest-
neighbor
(hybrid)

-Exact
-Subsumes
-Subsumed-by
-HasSameClass
-Unclassified
-Fail

-

-Logic-based matching 
(subsumption reasoning) 

Semantic Matching 
based on Service 
Ontology and Domain 
Ontologies

YASA4WSDL service
SAWSDL Service

YASA4WSDL-Matcher

-Exact
-Plug-in,
-Subsumes,
-Subsumed-by
(logic)

IR-based (text retrieval) matching

Logic-based matching 
(subsumption reasoning) 

-OWLS-MX[10] 
-WSMO-MX[14]

SAWSDL service

SAWSDL-MX [17] (2008)

-Subsumed-by
-Nearest-
neighbor
-Fail
(hybrid)

-Relation name matching
-Syntactic similarity 
measurement 

content-based information 
retrieval

Non-logic

Equivalence
Plug-in
Inverse-plug-in
Intersection
Fuzzy similarity
Neutral
Disjunction (Fail)

-Exact
-Plug-in
-Subsumes
-Logic-based 
fail
(logic)

Degree of 
matching

-Ontology-based type 
matching (logical concept 
subsumption),
-Logical (instance-based) 
constraint matching in F-
logic (LP)

logic-based reasoningLogic

-OWLS-MX hybrid 
semantic matching [10]
-Object-oriented graph 
matching of the 
matchmaker DSD-MM [8]
-Intentional matching of 
services in [5]

_Approach

WSML-Rule variant: 
WSML-MX

OWL-S serviceEntries

WSMO-MX [15, 16] (2007)OWLS-MX [10] (2008)

 
 
Table 13. Comparison with main Matching Approaches of Semantic Web Services 
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6. Implementation and validation 
6.1. Implementation 
 
In the publication and before semantic storing, the YASA description is processed by two components, 
the “EMF Parser” and the “YASA Semantic Translator” to extract semantics and then sore it. Execution 
does follow three steps. Firstly, we start parsing the YASA description located in the submitted URL and 
storing it in Java instances conforming to the YASA Object Model. To deal with this, we have used the 
EMF Eclipse plug-in which generated the Java classes of YASA model objects from the YASA XSD 
description file. Once generated, the classes are used in order to build a YASA parser. This later takes as 
input a YASA URL file and returns a Java object instance in memory representing the YASA description 
according to the model in order to process it later to obtain semantic parts of the service description. The 
second step consists in extracting and translating semantics of the YASA description object. To deal with 
this, we have constructed the YASA Semantic Translator component. We provide it with the YASA 
instance object returned from the YASA parser and the service identifier returned by Dragon at the phase 
of syntactic publication. The YASA Semantic Translator component ensures extraction of semantic 
information from YASA global description object. Then, based on those semantics, it builds a RDF 
description including the service identifier - of the correspondent published WSDL in the syntactic 
registry Dragon as an identifier key. The semantic information recovered is then transformed in RDF-
triplets. The Dragon identifier of WSDL file already published is kept and added in the semantic 
description. This allows us to keep track and link between semantic part and syntactic description. The 
RDF description is then stored in the semantic store. Currently this part is based on Jena and MySql.   
 
In order to apply semantic treatments to service descriptions, mainly semantic discovery, we store 
semantic views of them in an RDF repository. Today, there exist two main open source implementations 
of RDF repositories: Jena and Sesame. Both of them enable the storage of RDF graphs and ontologies, as 
well as queries on these stored data. We compared Sesame 2.2.4 and Jena 2.5.7 and chose to use the Jena 
platform for a set of reasons we will give in this part. 

6.2. Validation 
 
To validate implementation, we have made two types of evaluations: 

 The first evaluation focuses on comparing our proposed YASA-Matchmaker variants. 
 The second evaluation focuses on comparing our proposed YASA-Matchmaker variants to 

SAWSDL-MX variants. 
For comparing our proposed YASA-Matchmaker variants (Average, Combinatory, and Cupid), we have 
conducted four tests. The goal of this first evaluation was to see the behavior of each YASA-Matchmaker 
variant algorithm by increasing "the number of requests" and "published services" in which they were 
discovering relevant services. 
For comparing our proposed YASA-Matchmaker variants (Average, Combinatory, and Cupid) to 
SAWSDL-MX variants (Logic, Cos, ExtJacc, JS, and LOI), we have conducted four tests. The goal of 
this second evaluation was to compare the behavior of each YASA-Matchmaker variant algorithm and 
SAWSDL-MX variants algorithm by increasing "the number of requests" and "published services" in 
which they were discovering relevant services.  
 
The figures below presents “average query response time” (left) and “memory consumption” (right) of 
YASA-Matchmaker (YASA-M for short) variants (Average, Combinatory, and Cupid), computed for the 
four tests. 
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Experiments in term of “average query response time” conducted over our implementation, shows that 
the Average YASA-M variant offers the lowest values over the four tests. Average query response time of 
Combinatory and Cupid variants increases proportionally with number of services and number of queries. 
In conclusion, the Average YASA-M variant offers better behavior when increasing number of queries 
and number of services. Performance in term of “memory consumption” shows that the Average YASA-
M variant consumes less memory over the four tests. Memory consumption of Combinatory and Cupid 
variants increases proportionally with number of services and number of queries. In conclusion, the 
Average YASA-M variant offers better behavior when increasing number of queries and number of 
services. 
 
 
The figure below presents execution time of YASA-Matchmaker variants (Average, Combinatory, and 
Cupid), computed for the same four tests mentioned above. 
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Experiments in term of “execution time” conducted over our implementation, shows that the Average 
YASA-M variant offers the lowest values over the four tests. Average query response time of 
Combinatory and Cupid variants increases proportionally with number of services and number of queries. 
In conclusion, the Average YASA-M variant offers better scalability. 
The first figure below presents execution time of YASA-Matchmaker variants (Average, Combinatory, 
and Cupid) and SAWSDL-MX variants (Logic, Cos, ExtJacc, JS, and LOI), computed for the same four 
tests mentioned above. 
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Using the same service descriptions, written in YASA and SAWSDL, experiments in term of “execution 
time” conducted over SAWSDL-MX implementation and our implementation shows that the Average 
YASA-M variant then the logic SAWSDL-MX variant offer the lowest values over the four tests. 
Execution time in all other YASA-M and SAWSDL-MX variants increases proportionally with number 
of services and number of queries. In conclusion, the Average YASA-M variant offers better scalability. 
Experiments in term of “precision” conducted over SAWSDL-MX implementation and our 
implementation shows that the average precision results of YASA-M variants offer better values than the 
logic and JS SAWSDL-MX variants (see the figure above). Average precision in all YASA-M and 
SAWSDL-MX variants decreases proportionally with number of services and number of queries. In 
conclusion, the Combinatory YASA-M variant offers better average precision. 
 

6.3. Further Benchmarking 
 In order to study more precisely the quality of the results returned by the algorithms we design 
two corpus of services more realistic.  
 

6.3.1. Generation of the corpus of services 
 
a) Profile of the services 
  
 We define the profile of a service by the number of operations that each of its interfaces owns, and 
by the number of inputs and outputs of each operation. We generated to corpus of services for two 
different profiles. 
 
For the first corpus, for compatibility reasons with the matching algorithms  of SAWSDL-MX, the profile 
of the generated services is the following : 

 interface : 1 by service 
 operation : 1 by interface 
 input : 1 by operation 
 output : 1 by operation 

 
The second corpus has a more realistic profile but this profile is not accepted by the logic based matching 
algorithm provided in the SAWSDL-MX package. This profile is the following : 

 interface : 1 by service 
 operation : 1 or 2 by interface 
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 input : 1 to 3 by operation 
 output : 1 to 3 by operation 

 
 
b) Expected shape of the services distribution 
 
The article [23] has characterized a real set of services by the following curve : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 On the X axis is shown the number of occurences of a given parameter “p” in the corpus of 
services. For example, on this axis there will be a point corresponding to the number of times that the 
parameter “pwd” appears in the corpus. On the Y axis is put the number of parameters that have the same 
number of occurrences as the number of occurences put on the X axis. 
 We have considered that two parameters are identical if they bear the same couple of annotations 
serviceConcept + modelReference that we name a “signature”. Our aim has hence been to generate a 
corpus of services with a distribution of occurrences of signatures identical to the one defined in [23]. 
 

c) Annotation of parameters (input, output) 
 
 The annotation of parameters, “input” and “output”, uses concepts taken from the technical 
ontology of YASA, and concepts from the domain ontology “books.owl” provided with the benchmark 
SME2. We kept a subset of each of these ontologies. 

 

 For the serviceConcepts, we kept three concepts for each kind of syntactic element : 

  for the input : « type », « precondition », « condition »; 

  for the output : « type », « postcondition », « result » ; 

  for the operations : « precondition », « postcondition », « effect » ; 

  for the interfaces : « goal », « assumption », « profile » ; 

  for the services : « model », « category », « actor » ; 
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 For the modelReference, we kept a set of concepts from the ontology books.owl. The number 
appearing beside each concept is its number of occurrences : 

  // appears more than 15 times 
  "Book", 27   
  "Serial-Publications", 25   
  "Text", 23   
  "Author", 21   
  "Article", 19   
  "Monograph", 17 
 
  // 2 appear 15 times 
  "Title", 15 
  "Book-Type", 15 
 
  // 2 appear 13 times 
  "Comic", 13    
  "Genre", 13 
 
  // 2 appear 11 times  
  "Daily", 11 
  "Time", 11 
   
  // 3 appear 9 times 
  "Encyclopedia", 9 
  "Every-Year", 9 
  "Novel", 9 
   
  // 4 appear 7 times 
  "FantansyNovel", 7 
  "Fantasy", 7 
  "Hard-Cover", 7 
  "Journals", 7 
   
  // 6 appear 5 times 
  "Large", 5 
  "Size", 5 
  "Magazine", 5 
  // list.add(makeTandIntegerPair("Review", 5 
  "Medium", 5 
  "Publication", 5 
  "Newspaper", 5 
   
  // 10 appear 3 times 
  "Once", 3 
  "Paper-Back", 3 
  "RomanticNovel", 3 
  "Science-Fiction", 3 
  "Science-Fiction-Novel", 3 
  "Science-Fiction-Short-Story", 3 
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  "Short-Story", 3 
  "ScienceFictionBook", 3 
  "Publication", 3 
  "Weekly", 3 
 

The number of signatures that have a given number of occurrences has been established with the formula 
given by [23]. This later expresses the increase of the number of signatures with their rarity (for example 
there is one modelReference appearing 27 times, but 10 modelReference appearing 3 times). 

 

 

 As we kept 3 serviceConcept by syntactic element, the number of signatures we can build is three 
times the number of modelReference concepts, for each syntactic element. For each syntactic element, we 
chose the number of occurrences of each signature so that the total number of signatures required to 
respect the formula given by [23] was equal to three times our number of modelReference concepts. This 
later is the total number of signature we can generate for this syntactic element. 

 

 The number of parameters (input, or output) necessary to bear the set of signatures hence designed 
is calculated by making the sum of the number of signatures multiplied each by their occurence. 

occurrence nb of different signatures sum of the nb somme of the nb
of a signature of given occurrences of different of parameters

(provided by [1]) signatures
3 30 30 90

5 18 48 180

7 12 60 264

9 9 69 345

11 6 75 411

13 6 81 489

15 6 87 579

17 3 90 630

19 3 93 687

21 3 96 750

23 3 99 819

25 3 102 894

27 3 105 975
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d) Generation of services 
 
 When the number of parameters necessary to bear the distribution of signatures has been 
calculated, a set of services, not annotated but following the provided profile, is randomly generated. This 
set is such as its total number of parameters is the nearest possible (while smaller) of the required one, 
knowing that there is one signature by parameter. 

 When the service set is generated, each parameter is annotated with a signature randomly picked 
up in the distribution of signatures. 

 

6.3.2. Annotation of the operations, interfaces and services 
 The number of generated services is such as their total number of parameters is the nearest 
possible of the number of signatures of the distribution. However operations, interfaces, services are  
fewer than parameters. Hence it is not possible to apply the distribution of signatures to each of this set of 
syntactic elements. 
  
 In order to preserve the realistic shape of the distribution of signatures applied to operations, 
services, and interfaces, we define an interpolated distribution we apply to them. This interpolated 
distribution is such as the number of occurrences of a signature is : 
 
(nb of occurrences in the complete distribution) * (nb of element to annotate) / (nb of parameters) 
 
“ nb of element to annotate” is the number of operations, interfaces, or services. 
 
 Then for each operation, interface and service a signature is randomly taken in its corresponding 
interpolated distribution. 
 

6.3.3. Generation of services satisfying a request 
 Each request is expressed with a service, randomly picked up in the previously generated corpus. 
We consider that a service is equivalent to the request and should be returned by the matching algorithms 
if it is substitutable to the request one. 
 
 We set that a service is semantically substitutable to an other one, if their syntactic elements are 
annotated in the following way : 

 for the operations, interfaces, services, output : covariance : the domain annotations of the 
candidate service should be the children of the domain annotation of same serviceConcept in the 
request. For example : 

a candidate operation annotated : serviceConcept= “effect” modelReference= “Magazine” 
is substitutable to a request operation annotated : serviceConcept= “effect” modelReference= “Book” 
 provided that “Book” is an ancestor of “Magazine”. 
 

 for the inputs : contravariance : the domain anntotations of the candidate inputs should be the 
parents (ancestors) of the inputs annotations in the request. For example : 

a candidate input annotated : serviceConcept = “precondition” modelReference= “Book” 
is substitutable to a request input annotated : serviceConcept = “precondition” modelReference= 
“Magazine” 
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 So for each request, we generate a set of services with which it can be substituted, by replacing 
each of the domain annotation, by annotations randomly picked up in the ontology but verifying the 
previously set rules. 
 
 The obtained set of services is added to the corpus of services through which the search for 
services, equivalent to the request, is done. This set defines the relevant documents with respect to which 
will be calculated the recall and the precision. 
 

6.3.4. The profile of the obtained distribution 
For the set of services of which profile has one operation with one input and output, the distribution of the 
input parameters is the following : 

 
 
For the set of services of which profile has more than one operations by interface, and several input and 
output by operation, the distribution of inputs is the following : 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

6.3.5. Evaluation of the algorithms average, cupid, combinatory 
For the set of services which profile has one operation with one input and output, the result are the 
following (the similarity threshold is the similarity value upon which two services are considered as 
equivalent by the algorithm) :  
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 Max 
recall 

Max 
prec 

Min recall Min prec Average 
recall 

Average 
Prec 

Cupid 
(similarity threshold 
0.8) 

1.0 1.0 1.0 0.67 1.0 0.93 

Combinatory 
(similarity threshold 
0.75)  

1.0 1.0 1.0 0.67 1.0 0.93 

Average 
(similarity threshold 
1.0) 

1.0 0.01 0.75 0.001 0.95 0.004 

SAWSDL-MX logic 
based 

1.0 0.35 1.0 0.13 1.0 0.24 

 
For the set of services of which profile has more than one operations by interface, and several input and 
output by operation : 
 

 Max 
recall 

Max 
prec 

Min recall Min prec Average 
recall 

Average 
Prec 

Cupid 
(similarity threshold 
0.8) 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Combinatory 
(similarity threshold 
0.75) 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Average 
(similarity threshold 
1.0) 

1.0 0.04 0.75 0.02 0.95 0.03 

 
 

 Max 
recall 

Max 
prec 

Min recall Min prec Average 
recall 

Average 
Prec 

Cupid 
(similarity threshold 
0.7) 

1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.94 

Combinatory 
(similarity threshold 
0.7) 

1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.96 
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